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ABSTRACT

This paper considers production processes that are stochastic:

inputs or parameters follow a distribution resulting in stochastic

output that the entrepreneur must account for when choosing the

optimal level of deterministic inputs to use. We examine the im-

plications of noisy production in terms of functional structure

and the duality between production and cost functions. This re-

suits in an extended notion of duality as well as the conditions

under which noise can be ignored, which severely restrict the

admissible class of production functions.



1. Introduction

Most production processes are stochastic in nature. In general while

entrepreneurs may plan to produce some specified level of output, they

often do not exactly fulfill their plans: shortfalls or overages occur.

Railroads and airlines do not precisely meet their schedules, peanut-butter

makers attempt to control the quantity of lice and rat hairs in their pro-

duct, and most of us would try to avoid buying a car made on a Monday (at

least if they were so labelled). This is especially true since the firm's

output is often broader than the simple quantity of units they produce:

customer services are performed in terms of delivery, quality of merchan-

dise, etc. This paper is concerned with some of the implications of the

presence of random variables in the production process for analyses of

cost and production.

This is certainly not a new topic. Zellner, Kmenta and Dreze [14]

resurrected the direct estimation of the Cobb-Douglas model by considering

a multiplicative term and firms that maximize expected profit. Feldstein

[4] considers a more general Cobb-Douglas case and derives results for the

estimation procedure and implications for factor shares of returns from

production. While there have been a number of papers concerned with sto-

chastic input prices, Rothenberg and Smith [8] appear to be the first to

trace out some of the general equilibrium resource allocation effects of

assuming the noise to be in input variables rather than the prices.

What will be new will be the direction of the inquiry. While for the

most part the literature has been concerned with the econometrics of

analyzing cost and production, our interest will concern the models of
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cost and production themselves. Specifically we will study some of the impli-

cations for analysis of technology when there is noise (i.e. random distur-

bances) in the production process. It will be shown that ignoring the noise

is equivalent to severely restricting the admissible class of production pro-

cesses. This will also shed light on how such stochastic effects must be

accounted for in analyses of production and cost.

Again, it should be stressed that the randomness being analyzed is not

the type that is usually addressed (except as noted above) by econometric

analysis. We will not be concerned for example, with problems of measurement

error or differences amongst firms. We will consider noise that enters the

production process that the entrepreneur must acknowledge, plan for and act

upon: failures of machines, variability of labor quality, imperfections in

quality control schemes (as well as quality control itself), theft, accidents,

etc. Often this noise is modeled in some sort of multiplicative or otherwise

convenient way. We will examine the issue for functional structure that noise

in the process implies.

The approach will be to pose a maximum expected utility model for the

firm. Most of the analysis will consider the risk-neutral case on the basis

that such a case provides an upper bound on fortuitous circumstances: problems

of accounting for risk aversion only makes matters worse. We attempt, however,

to relate the two situations in our basic development.

In the third section of the paper we consider the implications of ignor-

ing the presence of noise in the production process. Ignorance is bliss for

the following cases:

1) In the case of direct analyses of the production process, ignor-

ance is bliss if and only if the random disturbances enter the

production process in a separable way.
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2) In the case of indirect analyses of the production process

(i.e. via the cost function and duality), ignorance is bliss

if and only if the production function is constant returns-

to-scale.

The above results prompt an extension of the duality between cost and produc-

tion so as to allow for general production processes. The fourth section

provides a summary and conclusions.
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2. A Model of Stochastic Production.
*

We consider a firm producing a single output y using an input vector

x, x € r", which it purchases at given prices q £ r"|• Production follows
a production function f:R^ X D -• R+ represented as f(x,w) with the follow-
ing properties

1. £(0,») - 0

2. d c r, typically an interval [=,"]

3. f(x,w) is finite for bounded x and all uj

4. f is continuous with continuous first and second derivatives

(in x and )

5. V f(x,u>) >0 V
X OJ

6. uj~ G(y), Y € Rm (y is the vector of parameters for the distribution G)

2
Thus if G is the normal distribution then y = (H,cr ) . Let p be the price

of output; thus profits will be taken to be rr = py - q'x, y = f(x,u>). We

further assume that the firm maximizes expected utility of profits and thus

assume a function U:R -» R- on profits with U7 > 0, u" < 0. If ll" = 0, we

are considering the risk-neutral case which provides the expected profit

maximizing results. We take y to be given and thus the firms problem is

to select x so as to maximize expected utility, i.e. it wishes to

max U(pf(x,yj) - q'x)dG
D

where we have suppressed y, since it is fixed.

The first order conditions are straightforward:

R? = {x:x £ Rn, x > 0], R?■ = {x:x £ r", x > 0]



<2'> E(fJ " q] Vi,j

(1) p f u' f.dG = q, [ U'dG i = 1,... ,n
D 1 JD

where f^ 3 dftx.uO/dx^^ and U7 = dU(rr)/dTT. Another way to write (1) is as
follows

f U'f.dG
"
d 1

(2) y- = y Vf u'f.dG qj 'j
D j

which is the familiar marginal rate of substitution set equal to the ratio of

prices. Notice that if the firm is risk-neutral then (2) becomes

E(V
V = 'j

where E(f^) = J f^dG, . Thus (27 ) is a generalized version of the usual
rate-of-technical-substitution condition for firms that are maximizing ex-

pected profits. Note that, in general, E(f^) 4- f^Cx.ECiu)).
In the case of risk-neutrality we can readily examine the relationship

between the production process and the cost function. Consider the cost

minimization problem (CMP):

(CMP) min q' x

S.T. E(f (x,uj) ) = u

with q given and u parametric (u h E(y)). In the language of duality (see,

for example, [13]) we have a (expected) production possibility set Y c Rn+^
and an inputs requirement set V(E(y)):

V(E(y)) = [x:x £ R",(E(y), - x) € Y]

We define expected isoquants Q(E(y)):

Q(E(y)) = [x:x £ R", x 6 V(E(y)),x t V(E(y) + a) 0)
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and the result of (CMP) is a cost function C(E(y),q). Finally, we consider

the cost function-implied technology V*(E(y)):

V*(E(y)) = [x:x £ R^.q'x > C(E(y) ,q) > 0] .

Since the first order conditions imply that we may work with E(f(x,u)) (i.e.,

E(y)) then the above sets and functions are direct extensions of their non-

stochastic counterparts in the literature (see [3], [7], [9], and [13]).

C(E(y),q), V(E(y)) and V*(E(y)) have the usual regularity, monotonicity,

etc., properties which will not be repeated here (see [13], chapter 1),

except to note that the above functions and sets are well-defined and come

from a specified technology [f(x,U)),G] and a given set of input prices q.



3. Implications for Functional Structure

Noise in the production process implies restrictions on the functional

structure of the production function. The theorems developed in this section

are based on results on functional structure (see [-2], [5], [10]) and on

cost/production duality (see [3], [7], [9]). We will show that the duality

between cost and production that allows investigation of the production

function via the cost function will necessitate very strong requirements on

the production function structure in order to be operative.

3.1. Stochastic Separability and the Expansion Path

Consider the extension of the Leontief-Sono separability condition [2,5,10]

to the problem of separability of the random variable from the non-random in-

puts in the production process:

Definition. f(x,uo) is stochastically separable (s.s.) if

d(f.(x,u))/f i (x,iu))
5 = 0 Y- ■
on: i, j

The importance of f(x,ui) being s.s. is that this implies (and is implied by

the condition) that there exists functions k:Rn -» R and ?:R^ -> R (with f^ > 0)
such that ([2]):

f (x,tu) = f (k(x) ,u>)

Thus

^(Xjiu) = kj^x)^ (k(x),iu)
=> E(fi(x,a)))= ki(x)E(f1(k(x) ,uu))

and

E(u'f.) = ki(x)E(U,f1(k(x),iu)).
Thus, the first order conditions become

M*) qt
— = — Y
kj(x) i»j



Thus, if f(x,u>) is s.s. then both U and G are irrelevant: we may proceed as

if the process was deterministic.

Clearly, the reverse issue is more important: what is the structure of

f(x,uj) such that the form of U and G can be ignored? The answer is that

f(x,uj) must be s.s. To see this we require only that there be functions

T : R" -* R such that
i j t* it

T. .(x) = 7 — V. .
j-j r i.j

for arbitrary G and U (such that U/ > 0). An obvious candidate is k(x) with

Tj.j (x) H ki(x)/kj(x).
The condition above is equivalent to

[ U7 (f (x,m) - T . (x)f (x,yj))dG = 0t) i lj j

Since this must hold for arbitrary G then we must have:

f. (x.uj)
T—7 r = T. . (x)
fj(x,uj) 1JV

which implies s.s. Thus, s.s. is a necessary and sufficient condition for

using a deterministic production function to model first order conditions for

a stochastic production process:

n

Theorem 1. f(x,uu) is s.s. if and only if SU :R, -» R, , V. .

iij + ++ i,j
such that .

U'(Tr(x,aj))f. (x,uj)dG
T (x) = 7 11J j u' (Ti(x,uj))fj (x,uo)dG

where tt(x,u)) = pf(x,uj) - q'x

To illustrate the above, we consider the following four Cobb-Douglas

production functions:



,A a p
f = Xj^ X£ UJ

-.B tu P
f = xx x2

fC = (xlU))a xP
fD / \tt Pf = (xx + id) x2

It is easy to confirm that only fA and are s.s. Certainly, a priori, there

is no theoretical reason to prefer one to the others. Thus, stochastic separa

bility is a property that should be tested (by using a model sufficiently

general to accept or reject it) rather than assumed, since the cost of not

testing is to misrepresent the expansion path.

It should be emphasized that the theorem holds for both risk-neutral and

risk-averse scenarios: nowhere did we actually rely upon properties of U

(other than u' >0). In other words, if we are analyzing technology via the

production function (instead of the cost function) then:

1) We can ignore considerations of underlying "noiseiness"

if and only if we can demonstrate that the production

process is s.s.

2) If the process is s.s., the utility function is ir-

relevant to input decisions and we can therefore ignore

considerations of risk-aversion.

3.2. A Non-S.S. Example

To illustrate the implications of s.s., we will examine a simple example

of a stochastic production process which is not stochastically separable. Con

sider the production process represented by:
uj B

f(x,0)) = xL x2
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with 0 < a) < a, a > 0, u) ~ U[0,a]. f(x,io) is Cobb-Douglas in (x^x^ with yj
distributed uniformly on D = [0,a] ('i.e., dG = dui/a) and p non-stochastic.

The expected production function E(f(x,uu)) is simply:

•act w P U) P do: V"1E(f(x,tu)) = J xi *2 ~a
(X? - l)x'p

jinx,
x^ ^ 1

For convenience, we take U(Z) = Z so that we are considering the risk-neutral

case Finally, it is trivial to show that lim E(f(x,tu)) = x^ from both the
Xf !

left and right and thus E(f(x,ai)) is continuous and given by

E(f(x,u>)) =

. a .. 0
(X1 " )X2

a
Xnx,

P

Xj^ ^ 1

X1 = 1

Now if f(x,uj) were estimated directly (by, say, taking logs and estimating the

random coefficients regression model (see [11], [12]) along with input demand

equations), then the resulting estimated function would be f(x,E(a>)). Thus,

we will compare E(f(x,tu)) and f(x,E(uu)) for our example. To see this we ex-

press the first order conditions as follows:

E(fj)
E(V

aK 3 3 , 1

aX2 xj*nx^ - x^ + 1
x^ (xa - l)/inxa

f1(x,E(uj))
Z(xlsa)

f
2 (x,E (uj) )

where f1(x,E(ui)) = af (x,E(iu) )/2xL, f2(x,E(iu)) = pf (x,E(uj) ) /x2 and
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ZCx^a) =

It can be shown that

a« a a . 1

XjXnx^ - ,x^ + 1
/ a u, a
(x^ - l)Xn x^

11m Z(x ,a) = Z(l,a)

xr!
lim ZCx^ja) = 2
X^+03
lim Z(x.,a) = 0

xL JO

Z(xL,a)

9Z(x1,a)
dx,

> 1

< 1

> 0

x^ > 1

X^ < 1

Xj^ + 1

x^ 4- l

X1= 1

Consider now the expansion path of the firm, i.e. let

S = {x:x e R^, q2E(fL) = q1E(f2)1
for a given q = (q^>q2)' an<i consider the following two rays from the origin:

A = {x:x e R^, qxPxx = q2 f x23
2

B = {x:x € R+, q^xx = q2 a x2)
A is the "expansion path" that would be associated with f(x,E(uj)), i.e. associated

with the following cost minimization problem

min q' x

S.T. f (x,E(o>)) = u

with u parametric. On the other hand B is the asymptote for S. It can be viewed
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as the "expansion path" associated with a slightly different version of the
same problem:

min q' x

S.T. f (x,E (uu) ) = u

with q = (q /2,q )' and u parametric. From the analysis of ZCx^a) we see
that 8 represents a continuous function that starts at the origin, travels

initially above A, cuts A at x^ = 1, and asymptotically approaches B. This
Q

is illustrated in Figure 1 with f = (2gq1/aq2) providing the isoquant of
f(x,E(u))) where 8 crosses A.

Thus, if f(x,ui) were directly estimated in the usual way we might be

mislead into assuming the existence of a bias on the part of the firm. Since

the firm will be operating on 8 (not A), observations of input combinations

will occur on (or about) 8, not on (or about) A. This becomes more acute the

greater the range of operation of the firm. Since the observations lie off

the path described by A, these observations may be taken to imply inefficient

operation of the firm, when in fact the firm is acting efficiently.

3.3. Cost/Production Duality and Stochastic Production Functional Structure

The previous two subsections have briefly examined a problem (stochastic

separability) associated with analyzing production functions directly. This

subsection will consider the implications of indirect assessment of technology

via the cost function. Specifically, we will employ the now familiar apparatus

of cost/production duality theory to explore the implications of noise in the

production process for the proper representation of the associated cost func-

tion.

As was shown in section two above the cost function described by (CMP)

can be written as C(E(y),q). Consider, however, the result of observing
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Figure 1

Expansion Path Relationships
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output y and prices q and estimating some specified form for C(y,q), the

cost function for the firm. As has Deen shown elsewhere, C(y,q) should have

as general a form as possible (consistent with it being a cost function) so

that we do not make unnecessary assumptions on the underlying technology.

Thus, the result of estimating C(y,q) via, say, a regression model would be

E(C(y,q)) while the appropriate cost function is C(E(y),q). The two cost
"k

functions provide the same model if and only if:

C(y,q) = yX(q) + d(q)

where I:r", — R and d:Rn, — R . Furthermore since all inputs are variableI 11 i i r "T"

and C(E(y),q) must be a cost function, C(0,q) = 0 and therefore d(q) = 0.

Thus

C(E(y),q) = E(y)X(q)

Finally, since cost functions should be positively linearly homogeneous

(PLH) in prices, X(q) is a homogeneous function of degree one. Hence, using

a well-known result of Shephard [9], E(f(x,iu)) must be homogeneous of degree

one in the inputs (x). This is a somewhat startling result and is restated

as the following theorem:

Theorem 2. In general, estimation of a cost function C(y,q) of noisy out-

output y and given input prices q is consistent only with a under-

lying production process f(x,iu) that is (PLH) in x.

f(x,tu) must be (PLH) since if E(f(x,ui)) is required to be (PLH) then by

Euler's theorem

*

This is true since we must allow for arbitrary distribution on y, which
reflects the fact that we did not start with a specific technology description
{f(x,m),G].
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E(f (x,iu)) = E E(f.(x,uj))x
<=>

J(f(x,io) - E f ^(x,uj)x^)dG = 0
for arbitrary G. Thus f is to be positively linearly homogeneous also.

3.4. Implied Duality

Even though the preceding theorem seems to rule out the use of duality

theory in analyzing technology via the cost function, in fact the reverse is

true. The point is that unless we explicitly recognize and account for the

effect of noise in the production process, we will generally produce erroneous

analyses. The implied duality between cost and production is shown in

Figure 2. On the left side of the figure we see the underlying production

structure ff(x,aj),G] which gives rise to E(f(x,tu)) which is the necessary

production structure in the sense that it is the function that appears in the

first order conditions and in (CMP). On the right side of the figure we have

the underlying cost structure {C(y,q),H3 where y ~ H. If we were to estimate

a function C(E(y),q) where E(y) = J ydH then we would obtain the necessary cost

Product ion Cost

Underlying

Structure *f (x,«,) ,G] <1 > [c(y,q),H}

Necessary

Structure

V

E (f (x, id) )

CMP
r>

4-
C(E(y),q)

v*

Figure 2

Cost/Production Duality
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function C(E(y),q). Notice, this is different then simply estimating C(y,q),

which we would generally do if attention were not paid to the inherent stochas-

tic nature of y (i.e. H). The duality exists between E(f(x,u>)) and C(E(y),q)

(via (CMP)) on the one hand, and between C(E(y),q) and E(f(x,uj)) (via V*(E(y)))

on the other hand. This duality between E(f(x,uO) and C(E(y),q) implies a

duality between {f(x,uu),G} and [c(y,q),H]. Again it should be stressed that

the expectations in E(f(x,oi)) and C(E(y),q) are over G and H respectively.

In general G / H (though they might be from the same class). If

f^(x,tu) is monotonic, and G and H have density functions g(uj) and h(y) res-
pectively, then we can use a change-of-variables relationship to find H

given G or vice-versa. Since x* is to be picked before to is observed then

y = f(x-'",to),

and if f is monotonic then there exists a function t:R+-> D such that to = t(y).
Therefore

h(y) = 1^ t(y)]g(t(y))I (y)
where I (y) is the indicator function for y on R,. Similarly a reconstruc-

R+
tion of g(uu) would be g(to):

e(to) = f(x*,uj)|h(f(x*,uj))Id(u>)
with I^C^) is the indicator function for u) on D. Hence, we will call G and
H dual distributions. In general, we would expect H to be bounded from

above and below (no tails); perhaps allowing for H to be from the Beta dis-

tribution class would be a sufficiently general, yet constructive, assumption.

It would appear, then, that a constructive procedure would be to pose a

cost function C(E(y),q) and a distribution H and estimate the following system.



C(Z,q)

Z = ER(y)

i.e. estimate parameters for C(E(y),q)

the estimation is made. The resulting

the convex hull of E(f(x,uo)).

17 -

and H by computing E(y) = J ydH as

cost function will, via V*, provide
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4. Summary and Conclusions

In general, unless one has strong prior information to the contrary, we

must assume production and cost structures as described in section 3.4 above.

To do otherwise is to assume either stochastic separability (in the direct

approach) or constant returns-to-scale (in the indirect approach). Both of

these conditions should be tested rather than assumed.

This means that care must be taken to properly include stochastic ele-

ments in the production/cost model formulations (see, for example, [1], [6]).

The extended duality described above clearly shows that explicit recognition

of the appropriate distributions is necessary for us to overcome the limi-

tations imposed by theorems one and two. In both the direct and indirect

cases, parameters of the relevant distributions (G or H) must be estimated

along with the production or cost functions.

It should be noted that the duality between {f(x,uj),G} and {c(y,q),H} is

weak in the following sense: many functions can give rise to the same expec-

tation. Thus, posing [c(y,q),H] and estimating C(E(y),q) will provide

E(f(x,uj)). However, there may be many possible f(x,iu) consistent with

E(f(x,m)). This is true even though we may have deduced a form for G from

our estimate of H. This provides a number of related questions of interest

for further research:

1) Is there a specifiable relationship amongst C(y,q), f(x,iu),G

and H that would allow us to deduce f(x,aj) from C(E(y),q)?

2) What is the nature of any direct duality relationship

between {c(y,q),H} and {f(x,w),G]? If one exists, is it

of the usual variety (supporting hyperplanes) or is it of a

more general nature (supporting hypersurfaces)?
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3) What assumptions on f(x;,uj) or C(y,q) give rise to G and

H being of the same type of distribution, i.e. when is

there some form of self-duality for G and H?

These and many other questions need to be answered before a full,

stochastic duality theory emerges. Such a theory is necessary for a com-

plete description of cost/production relationships.
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